STOP PRECARIOUS WORK
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Taking the battle to governments and employers

Unions all over the world are in the frontlines of the battle against precarious work. Companies are replacing their full-time workforces with temporary, part-time, agency and on-call workers at a frightening rate. Governments are bringing in legislation that makes it easier for companies to rely on precarious forms of employment rather than employing a stable and secure workforce.

The best way to prevent precarious work undermining wages and destroying hard-won employment rights is to stop it in its tracks.

Unions worldwide are taking the fight to governments and employers and demanding:

- **Legislation that protects workers and their rights from being undermined**
- **Collective agreements that ban the use of precarious work or put defined limits on it**
- **Respect for and enforcement of labour rights – for all workers**

On October 7, the World Day for Decent Work, join the global union fight against the spread of precarious work.

**Together we can STOP Precarious Work**